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Recent studies have revealed the influence of higher-level cogni-
tive systems in modulating perceptual processing (top-down per-
ceptual modulation) in infancy. However, more research is
needed to understand how top-down processes in infant percep-
tion contribute to early perceptual development. To this end, this
study examined infants’ top-down perception of own- and other-
race faces to reveal whether top-down modulation is linked to
the emergence of perceptual specialization. Infants first learned
an association between a sound and faces, with the race of the
faces manipulated between groups (own race vs. other race). We
then tested infants’ face perception across various levels of percep-
tual difficulty (manipulated by presentation duration) and indexed
top-down perception by the change in perception when infants
heard the sound previously associated with the face (predictive
sound) versus an irrelevant sound. Infants exhibited top-down face
perception for own-race faces (Experiment 1). However, we pre-
sent new evidence that infants did not show evidence of top-
down modulation for other-race faces (Experiment 2), suggesting
an experience-based specificity of this capacity with more effective
top-down modulation in familiar perceptual contexts. In addition,
we ruled out the possibility that this face race effect was due to dif-
ferences in infants’ associative learning of the sound and faces
between the two groups. This work has important implications
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for understanding the mechanisms supporting perceptual develop-
ment and how they relate to top-down perception in infancy.

� 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC license (http://creativecommons.

org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

Recent advances in psychology and neuroscience reveal the essential roles of top-down processes
in perception (Gandolfo & Downing, 2019; Kok et al., 2017; Oliva & Torralba, 2007; Squire et al., 2013;
Summerfield et al., 2006). Top-down processes allow higher-level representations to influence percep-
tual processing. These influences manifest in the form of transient perceptual changes caused by sig-
nals originating from the systems beyond perception (de Lange et al., 2018; Lamme, 2018;
Summerfield & de Lange, 2014). The top-down processes in perception have been thought of as an out-
come of neural development and emerge only after the neural systemmatures because the underlying
feedback neural connections undergo a prolonged development (e.g., Cao et al., 2017; Dubois et al.,
2014). However, this perspective has been challenged by recent imaging and behavioral evidence,
revealing the early emergence of the top-down processes in infancy (e.g., Dumont et al., 2022;
Emberson et al., 2015; Flaten et al., 2022; Kouider et al., 2015; Xiao & Emberson, 2023). Despite these
recent findings of infants’ top-down perceptual capacities, the specificity of this cognitive process
remains largely unknown. Previous studies have shown that various forms of perceptual specificities,
such as advantages in recognizing own-race faces and categorizing other-race faces, arise when
infants have relatively homogeneous exposure to face categories and are thought to reflect broader
underlying specialization of perceptual systems (e.g., Kelly et al., 2007; Quinn et al., 2016). These spe-
cialized perceptual abilities signify the adaptive nature of the perceptual system to the specific char-
acteristics in the sensory environment (for reviews, see Maurer & Werker, 2014; Quinn et al., 2019),
and the early-emerged perceptual specificities are often seen as a precursor of perceptual and cogni-
tive abilities. As a newly discovered perceptual capacity in infants, it is entirely unknow how top-
down processes adapt to environmental factors such as sensory statistics. To this end, the current
study examined infants’ engagement in top-down perception with own- and other-race faces.

Perceptual systems in general and the visual system in particular are well-known for their hierar-
chical neural structure (Gilbert & Li, 2013; Friston, 2005; Lamme et al., 1998; Rao & Ballard, 1999),
which progressively processes sensory signals from low- to high-level properties. The upward flow
of information processing along the neural hierarchy is referred to as bottom-up processes, which
are enabled by feedforward neural connections. In addition to the feedforward connections, a large
amount of feedback neural connections in perceptual systems also exist. These connections transmit
neural signals from higher-level regions (e.g., the amygdala and prefrontal cortices) or from outside
the specific perceptual system (e.g., auditory to visual systems) to modulate perceptual processing
as well as from higher- or lower-level regions within perceptual systems. The changes in perceptual
processing that arise from information traveling through feedback connections are considered to be
top-down perceptual modulations (Emberson, 2017, 2019).

Although the cognitive significance of top-down perception has been revealed in adults (e.g., de
Lange et al., 2018; Lamme, 2018), the role of top-down perceptual processing in early development,
if any, has yet to be determined (Dehaene-Lambertz & Spelke, 2015). It has been assumed that
top-down processes are not available to modulate perception in infancy (Aslin & Smith, 1988;
Dehaene-Lambertz & Spelke, 2015) given that they require feedback neural connections, particularly
long-range ones, which undergo substantial postnatal change (e.g., Cao et al., 2017; Dubois et al.,
2014). The period of development for these top-down connections to be sufficient to support the mod-
ulation of perception varies by account from later in infancy (Amso & Scerif, 2015) to childhood
(Christiansen & Chater, 2016). There is substantial development of long-range neural connections
through adolescence and early adulthood (Sousa et al., 2018; see Bigler, 2021, for a review). However,
this view was recently challenged by a series of behavioral and neuroimaging findings that
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demonstrated the presence of top-down perceptual modulation early in infancy. For example, 6- to 8-
month-olds’ motion perception can be flexiblymodulated by learned auditory cues.When infants faced
a directional ambiguous motion display, they perceived leftward motion when they heard a melody
associatedwith left motion. Infants perceived the opposite directional motionwhen theywere exposed
to a rightward motion-related cue (Xiao & Emberson, 2023). These convergent findings indicated an
early emergence of top-down perception in the first year of life. However, to our knowledge, limited
research has addressed how this perceptual ability interacts with infants’ experiences that occur out-
side the lab (‘‘real-world” experiences). Is top-down perceptual processing affected by infants’ sensory
experiences like other perceptual abilities?

One domain of perceptual development where the role of experience has been extensively inves-
tigated is face perception. The experiential influence manifests in the specialization of face perception
abilities for infants’ commonly seen faces such as own-race faces. For example, after 9 months of age,
infants tended to show advanced recognition for own-race faces compared with other-race faces (e.g.,
Kelly et al., 2007). Experiences with own-race faces also shaped infants’ categorization of faces, where
infants tended to categorize faces of various other races into a single visual category (Quinn et al.,
2016). These specialized face recognition and categorization abilities coincided with the developmen-
tal changes in infants’ face looking patterns, where infants gradually exhibited distinctive looking pat-
terns for own- and other-race faces (e.g., Ellis et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2011; Wheeler et al., 2011).

Although there has been substantial work investigating infants’ perception of own- and other-race
faces as well as evidence of top-down perception in infancy, no study to date has investigated infants’
top-down perception across own and other races. This lack of research is in part because studying top-
down perception is methodologically different from studying perception at a general level. In partic-
ular, studies examining infants’ top-down perception typically involve cueing or contextual structures
that allow infants to anticipate particular stimuli. Top-down perception is evident in contextual effects
on perception. Relatedly, to determine whether contextual cues affect the perceptual process, it is cru-
cial to use measures that more closely index perception. Thus, paradigms that allow examinations of
top-down perception are methodologically distinct from those that are used to gauge infants’ percep-
tion (e.g., habituation and visual paired comparison paradigm; see Xiao & Emberson, 2019, for a dis-
cussion of some of these distinctions in the context of face perception).

Prior work has suggested differential top-down perception of own-race versus other-race faces.
Vogel and colleagues (2012) examined whether an emotional sound preceding a face would modulate
event-related potential components (N290 and P400) associated with infants’ face perception. Related
to the current study, they found that the emotional sound modulated the N290 and P400 only with
own-race faces but not with other-race faces at 9 months of age. This suggests that top-down percep-
tion might be available only for own-race faces. However, the behavioral significance of this face-race-
specific neural signature was scarcely evaluated. Xiao and Emberson (2019) examined the impact of
emotional sounds on face perception, as measured behaviorally, and found evidence of top-down
modulation after 6 months of age. However, they investigated only own-race faces, leaving the speci-
ficity of infants’ top-down perceptual ability unclear.

Based on the large body of studies on infants’ specialized face perception and past work examining
the top-down perception of own-race faces, the current study is the first to compare the top-down
perception of own- and other-race faces to examine the specificity of infants’ top-down perceptual
ability. We specifically examined three possible experiential outcomes, namely that (1) infants may
engage in top-down perception only with own-race faces but not with other-race faces; (2) infants
might rely more on top-down processes to perceive other-race faces as a compensatory mechanism
to the inferior perception of other-race faces; and (3) top-down perception could be considered a gen-
eral cognitive construct, unaffected by sensory experiences, and therefore it could be equally applica-
ble to faces of both one’s own race and other races.

Our first hypothesis proposed an advanced top-down perception with own-race faces in compar-
ison with that with other-race faces. Specifically, we proposed that the substantial experience that
infants gain with own-race faces could provide opportunities to engage in top-down perception,
strengthening top-down processing for own-race faces. There are many ways that this experience-
based increase in top-down processing could occur. The increased representation or perceptual pro-
cesses in relation to own-race faces can result in better top-down processing. Another not mutually
3
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exclusive possibility is that infants have many more opportunities to engage in top-down processing
of own-race faces (e.g., infants could use someone’s voice to augment their visual perception of the
related face), and these experiences may optimize the feedback neural networks to support the top-
down perception of own-race faces, resulting in poorer performance for other-race faces. This hypoth-
esis is similar to a proposal by Markant and Scott (2018), which emphasized that the attentional
systems developed alongside face specialization in infancy result in specialized attention for familiar
or own-race faces.

Alternatively, prior research suggests that top-down processing may be strongly involved in the
perception of difficult-to-perceive or unfamiliar stimuli, and thus top-down processing would be more
effective in other-race faces than in own-race faces. Converging evidence of top-down perception from
infants to adults has shown that top-down processes play a compensatory role in perception. Top-
down processes were salient when perceptual signals were weak or when tasks were challenging
(e.g., Bar, 2004; Dowdle et al., 2021; Hupé et al., 1998; Xiao & Emberson, 2023). For example, in a
recent study on infants’ motion perception, top-down modulation was significant only when motion
signals were ambiguous. When very strong motion signals were presented, no evidence of top-down
processing was found (Xiao & Emberson, 2023). In infancy, the lack of experience leads to difficulties
in perceiving unfamiliar stimuli. Infants might rely on top-down processes to overcome these percep-
tual challenges. In line with this prediction, several recent studies have shown that when infants
learned other-race faces accompanied by auditory or expressive information, which could act as
sources of top-down modulation, their face recognition performance improved significantly (Minar
& Lewkowicz, 2018; Quinn et al., 2020). However, whether the top-down process was enhanced dur-
ing the perception of unfamiliar face categories remains untested because there was no comparison
with familiar face categories.

A third possibility is that there is no difference between types of stimuli. This pattern of results may
arise if top-down perception is supported principally through age-related changes in the maturation
of long-range connectivity that is independent of experience. If this is the case, changes in top-down
perception should be equal across different types of stimuli.

To probe the specificity of infants’ top-down perception, the current study focused on their percep-
tion of rapidly presented faces. Infant participants saw two streams of rapidly and serially presented
visual masks on each side of the screen. In one stream, a face image embedded in this stream of visual
masks would appear briefly (�200 ms). Infants’ perception of the face was indexed by their looking
preference for the face side over the exclusively visual mask side. This paradigm has been used to
assess infants’ face perception from 5 to 15 months of age (Gelskov & Kouider, 2010). To reveal the
top-down modulation, we presented two types of audio sounds along with the visual display. One
sound predicts faces, but the other does not (i.e., it predicts another visual category: flowers). The
top-down effect would be manifested by the difference in face perception between the predictive
and irrelevant sound conditions. Specifically, we expected a larger preferential looking to the face side
in the predictive sound condition than that in the irrelevant sound condition.

There are several key advantages to the use of this paradigm for measuring infant face perception
compared with traditional methods (e.g., habituation, visual paired comparison). First, this task mea-
sured infant perception in real time when perception occurred and did not rely on memory. Moreover,
within this paradigm, perception could be quickly assessed (i.e., within seconds rather than minutes).
This rapid assessment of perception allowed us to use a within-participant design to examine how
infants’ face perception could be flexibly modulated by top-down signals. In other words, we could
compare the perception of faces across multiple perceptual conditions when infants were hearing pre-
dictive sounds versus when they were not. Furthermore, given the fact that this paradigm can manip-
ulate the amount of sensory input (i.e., the face presentation duration), we could examine how much
sensory input was required for infants to engage in top-down perceptual modulation. Previous find-
ings suggest that top-down modulation occurred when bottom-up sensory input was weak or
ambiguous (e.g., Bar, 2004; Dowdle et al., 2021; Hupé et al., 1998). To this end, we selected several
face presentation durations, which allowed us to examine the circumstances in which the top-
down effect emerged in the current paradigm and how it related to the sensory availability of the face
image.
4
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In two experiments, we investigated top-down perceptual modulation on perceiving own-race
faces (Experiment 1) and other-race faces (Experiment 2). It is worth noting that infant participants
were 10 to 13 months old and therefore were expected to show race-based narrowing in face percep-
tion given relative homogeneity in community diversity exposure (i.e., perceptual narrowing from 6 to
9 months of age; Maurer & Werker, 2014) and thus have been shown to exhibit the other-race effect
(i.e., reduced processing of other-race faces compared with own-race faces).
Experiment 1

Method

Participants
A total of 29 White infants (12 girls) participated in the current experiment. The average age was

355 days (SD = 28.06), ranging from 306 to 397. The number of participants in the current study was
determined based on our power analysis (see online supplementary material). All participants were
White from monoracial White families recruited from a city with a high percentage (69%) of White
people. Thereby, their face experience was dominated by White people, and we assumed that these
infants had a high degree of perceptual capacity for theWhite faces they would perceive in the current
experiment. All participants were full-term infants with normal vision and hearing. An additional 12
infants participated in the study but were not included in the final sample due to fussiness during the
experiment (n = 6) or their inability to provide data for at least one of the face sound versus flower
sound comparisons (100, 150, or 200 ms; n = 6).
Materials and procedure
The institutional review board of Princeton University approved all study procedures. The study

comprised multiple experimental blocks. Each experimental block included three types of sequentially
presented phases: association learning phase, face perception test phase, and learning validation
phase. Experimental blocks were repeated in this sequence until infants became fussy or finished 6
blocks (Fig. 1).

In the association learning phase, infants learned two audio–visual associations: One sound was
paired with face images, and another sound was paired with flower images. In this phase, infants
saw a face presented on the left or right side of a computer screen for 250 ms, which was followed
by a 750-ms blank screen. Beginning during the face presentation, infants heard a corresponding audi-
tory stimulus (face sound) playing for 1 s. Similarly, another auditory stimulus (flower sound) was
played when infants saw flowers in the flower association learning trials. The location of face and
flower images was counterbalanced across trials so that there was no spatial contingency between
either the sounds or the type of visual stimulus. The face sound and flower sound were randomly
selected from two instrumental chords (tuba F & guitar C#) for each participant. To induce the learn-
ing of the audio–visual associations, we designed 24 learning trials (12 face learning trials and 12
flower learning trials) in the first block. At the beginning of the subsequent blocks, we placed 16 learn-
ing trials (8 face learning trials and 8 flower learning trials) to consolidate the learning.

After the association learning phase, the top-down influence on face perception was examined with
the face perception test phase. Following the procedure used by Gelskov and Kouider (2010), infants
saw two streams (mask stream and face stream) of images sequentially presented on both the left and
right sides of the screen. The mask stream included 14 different visual masks. The face stream was
identical to the mask stream except that the 2nd, 5th, 8th, and 11th images were an image of the same
face. The face stream was presented on the left side for half of the test trials and on the right side for
the other half. All images were displayed briefly on the screen. For the face stream, the face was pre-
sented for one of three durations (100, 150, or 200 ms) within a given test trial. The visual mask that
immediately followed the face images (i.e., the 3rd, 6th, 9th, & 12th images in the stream) was pre-
sented for 33 ms. The images on the mask stream were presented simultaneously with those in the
face stream except that no faces were presented. Thus, participants saw the image in both streams
changing simultaneously.
5



Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the experimental procedure (top panel) and experimental procedures for the association
learning phase, face perception test phase, and learning validation phase (bottom panel) in Experiment 1.
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The visual masks were composed of scrambled pixels of the face images and had the same contours
as those face images. Thus, the masks and faces matched the overall brightness, contrast, and other
low-level perceptual features as such. The inclusion of these masks reduced the possibility of detect-
ing faces by the contour or complexity of visual elements. All images were 583 � 750 pixels presented
at the left side (horizontal: 320 pixels, vertical: 512 pixels) and right side (horizontal: 960 pixels, ver-
tical: 512 pixels) of a 1280 � 1024-pixel screen (17 inches). With a viewing distance of 60 cm, the
visual angle of each image was 14.83� horizontally and 19.40� vertically.

A sound would play continuously as infants watched the two streams of images. The sound was
either the face sound (predictive sound) or the flower sound (irrelevant sound) that infants learned
in the association learning phase (Fig. 2, left panel). As in Gelskov and Kouider (2010), the same face
image would appear again at the end of each face perception test trial with a rewarding sound, which
was randomly selected from six amusing sound clips (e.g., sounds of bubbles) for 3 s to reinforce
infants’ looking at the streams.

Notably, face perception test trials varied the duration of face presentation to manipulate the avail-
ability of a bottom-up perceptual signal. The face was presented for one of three durations (100, 150,
or 200 ms) in each test trial, with the duration constant within trials. The reason for choosing three
duration levels was to vary the perceptual difficulty of the task. These three duration levels were cho-
sen because infants’ face perception threshold falls between 100 and 200 ms, as measured with this
paradigm (Gelskov & Kouider, 2010). Specifically, the 100-ms duration is likely under infants’ face per-
ception threshold, whereas a face presented for 200 ms should be at or above their perception thresh-
old. Should infants engage in top-down processes, the three duration levels would allow us to examine
under what circumstance the top-down effect emerges with the current paradigm and how it relates
to sensory availability of the face image. To this end, there were 6 types of test trials within each block:
a total of 2 sounds (face sound and flower sound) � 3 presentation durations (100, 150, and
200 ms) = 6 trials presented in random order.
6



Fig. 2. Mean proportional looking to the face side during the rapid face presentation on the test trials in Experiment 1. Asterisk
indicates significant difference in the proportional looking between face sound trials and flower sound trials when faces were
presented for 200 ms. Error bars represent 1 standard error.
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After the face perception test phase, we examined infants’ learning of the associations with 2 learn-
ing validation trials in the learning validation phase. In each trial, a randomly selected face image and
a randomly selected flower image were presented side-by-side for 2.75 s. The face sound was played
in 1 of the trials, and the flower sound was played in the other trial. The locations (left vs. right) of the
face and flower images were counterbalanced across the 2 trials. These learning validation trials were
designed to use infants’ looking preferences to examine the strength of the learned associations.
Infants were expected to look longer at the image associated with the corresponding sound should
they learn the associations.

All images were grayscale images presented against a black background. We downloaded them
from the internet. We prepared 22 images of smiling White female faces and 22 images of flowers.
To reduce the impact of individual face images on infants’ learning and perception, each face image
appeared in only 1 trial and would never repeat across trials within a block. This design of the test trial
allowed us to determine whether infants had learned the association between the sounds and a visual
category (i.e., face or flower) rather than individual exemplars from the category.

The experiment was controlled by Psychtoolbox (3.0.13) on MATLAB. Infants’ eye movement was
recorded throughout the experiment by the EyeLink 1000 (16-mm lens) system with a 500-Hz sam-
pling rate. A five-point (four corners and screen center) calibration was performed before the exper-
iment. The calibration quality was assessed via the same five-point validation procedure provided by
EyeLink.
Results and discussion

Top-down modulation on face perception
On average, participants finished 3 learning blocks (2–5 blocks). Infants’ face perception was mea-

sured based on their eye movement data recorded in the face perception test phase. Specifically, face
perception was operationalized by the proportional looking time at the side where the face was pre-
sented. The areas of interest for each screen side were the left and right halves of the screen. A pro-
portional looking rate above 50% indicates that infants could perceive the rapidly presented face.
7
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The larger the proportional looking, the better infants perceived the rapidly presented face (Gelsov &
Kouider, 2010). A top-down perceptual effect would manifest as larger proportional looking to the face
side in the face sound condition than that in the flower sound condition.

Participants finished an average of 18 test trials (10–30 trials). To evaluate the presentation depen-
dency of the top-down effect, we performed a 2 (Predictive Sound: face vs. flower) � 3 (Face Presen-
tation Duration: 100, 150, or 200 ms, continuous) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on
the proportional looking at the face side. This analysis focused on the participants who generated valid
eye movement data for all six conditions (3 presentation times � 2 sounds). Of the 29 participants in
Experiment 1, 24 met this criterion, and their data were analyzed. We found a significant interaction, F
(1, 23) = 12.44, p =.002, Np2 =.15, indicating that the top-down processing depended on the availability
of bottom-up information. Moreover, the ANOVA also revealed a significant main effect of face presen-
tation durations, F(1, 23) = 15.86, p <.001, Np2 =.15, indicating that the face perception improved with
the duration of face presentation, which was consistent with previous studies (e.g., Gelsov & Koudier,
2010). No main effect of predictive sound was found, F(1, 18) = 0.45, p =.509, Np2 =.01.

To further explore the significant interaction, we did a post hoc analysis to compare the looking
proportion at the face side between the face sound and flower sound conditions with a paired-
sample t test at each presentation time condition (100, 150, and 200 ms), respectively. For faces pre-
sented at 100 ms, we did not find a significant difference in infants’ face preferential looking to the
face side between the face sound condition (M = 50.19%, SD = 19.45) and the flower sound condition
(M = 59.72%, SD = 15.97), t(23) = � 2.01, p =.056, Cohen’s d = 0.41. Infants also showed similar pref-
erential looking with 150 ms presentation duration in the face sound condition (M = 64.40%,
SD = 16.90) and flower sound condition (M = 59.88%, SD = 20.10), t(23) = 0.833, p =.413, Cohen’s
d = 0.17. In contrast, when faces were presented at 200 ms, infants exhibited significantly larger pref-
erential looking at the face side in the face sound condition (M = 69.81%, SD = 11.05) than in the flower
sound condition (M = 59.66%, SD = 15.62), t(23) = 2.47, p =.021, Cohen’s d = 0.50. These results indi-
cated that the top-down influence on infants’ face perception emerged only at the greatest level of
sensory face information in this task (200 ms).

It should be noted that the ANOVA and post hoc analyses included only the participants who con-
tributed valid looking data to all six conditions. In addition to these children, 5 participants con-
tributed valid looking data to part of the conditions. Although we could not include these
participants in the ANOVA, they were eligible for the t tests comparing the looking proportion
between the face sound and flower sound conditions at each presentation level as well as the follow-
ing analysis that examined participants’ associative learning. By including these additional partici-
pants, the statistical results were expected to be more robust. The results are reported in the
supplementary material.
Association learning performance
We examined whether infants learned the association between a given sound and its correspond-

ing visual category (e.g., the association between the face sound and faces) by analyzing their looking
preferences in the learning validation phase. The proportional looking time to the stimulus matching
the sound presented in each trial (i.e., looking proportion to the face side when the face sound was
played and looking proportion to the flower side when the flower sound was played) was calculated.
Participants finished 3 learning validation trials (1–5 trials). We found that infants looked mostly at
the stimuli related to the sound (M = 58.88%, SD = 11.31), which was significantly different from
the chance level (50%; n = 28), one-sample t(27) = 4.15, p <.001, Cohen’s d = 0.79. This result indicated
that infants learned the audio–visual associations.

Experiment 1 examined how learned predictive cues (the face sound) affected infants’ perception
of rapidly presented own-race faces. This experiment was built from the previous work that estab-
lished this paradigm (Gelsov & Kouider, 2010). Without considering the effect of the different audio
cues, the current study replicated previous findings regarding infants’ face perception: With the
increased face presentation duration, infants exhibited increased looking time toward the side where
faces appeared. This finding indicated that the amount of bottom-up sensory input affected infants’
face perception.
8
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This experiment also examined how the presence of predictive top-down cues affected infants’ face
perception through the presence of sounds that either predicted or were associated with faces or
another visual category, namely flowers. Expanding on previous studies that used emotional vocal
cues (Xiao & Emberson, 2019), the current experiment placed infant participants in a scenario where
they could use an audio cue to interact with their visual perception of faces. We found the modulation
effect of audio on face perception; infants exhibited significantly better perception of faces (i.e., look-
ing time to the face) when they heard the sounds that were predictive of faces as opposed to when
they heard the sound that was irrelevant to faces. Because the only difference between the two con-
ditions was the predictiveness of the sounds, the observed perceptual effect must be attributed to the
audio cues. Thus, this effect demonstrated a top-down modulation of face perception in infants.

Lastly, we found that the top-down effect was dependent on the face presentation duration. The
top-down effect emerged when substantial bottom-up information (200 ms presentation duration)
was available. The effectiveness of the top-down modulation, at least at the behavioral level, required
a certain amount of sensory input.
Experiment 2

Having determined that infants used top-down signals to boost their face perception, it remained
unclear whether this capacity is specific to own-race faces. To address this research question, Exper-
iment 2 investigated infants’ top-down effect on the perception of other-race faces.

Method

Participants
A total of 27 White infants (10 girls) participated in the current experiment. The average age was

339.52 days (SD = 27.14), ranging from 294 to 380. All participants wereWhite frommonoracial White
families recruited from a city with a high percentage (69%) of White people. All participants were full-
term infants with normal vision and hearing. An additional 16 infants participated in Experiment 2 but
were excluded from the final sample because of fussiness during the experiment (n = 7) or their inabil-
ity to provide data for at least one of the face sound versus flower sound comparisons (100, 150, or
200 ms; n = 9). We also surveyed infant participants’ daily experience with Asian people and found
that 2 infants had constant interactions with Asian people (i.e., daily interactions with Asians for more
than 1 h). Thus, we removed these 2 infants from the following analyses. The remainder either had
sporadic interactions with Asians (n = 4) or lacked any exposure to Asians (n = 23). None of the infants
in this experiment participated in Experiment 1. Informed consent was obtained for the current exper-
iment with human participants, consistent with the institutional review board procedures noted
above.

Materials and procedure
All faces used in Experiment 2 were smiling Asian faces, which were processed in low-level prop-

erties such as brightness, contrast, and size to best align with those of White faces used in Experiment
1. Except for changing the face stimuli, the experimental procedure of Experiment 2 was identical to
that of Experiment 1.

Results and discussion

Face detection
On average, participants finished an average of 4 learning blocks (3–6 blocks), 20 test trials (16–34

trials), and 5 learning validation trials (3–8 trials). We performed the same 2 (Predictive Sounds: face
vs. flower) � 3 (Presentation Duration: 100, 150, or 200 ms) repeated-measures ANOVA on the pro-
portion of looking to the face side in the face perception test phase. As shown in Fig. 3, the results only
revealed a significant main effect of presentation durations, F(1, 26) = 4.22, p =.050, N2 =.06. However,
no main effect of the predictive sound was found, F(1, 26) = 0.10, p =.756, N2 =.001, and no significant
9



Fig. 3. Mean proportional looking to the face side during the rapid face presentation on the test trials in Experiment 2. Error
bars represent 1 standard error.
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interaction was found, F(1, 26) = 0.03, p =.872, N2 <.001. In sum, these findings suggested that although
infants’ face detection performance improved with the increase of face information (as found in Exper-
iment 1 and Gelsov & Kouider, 2010), face perception did not benefit from the learned predictive cues,
thereby proving no top-down modulation. The failure to find an interaction between sound type and
presentation durations suggested that the top-downmodulation on face perception is specific to own-
race faces.

The contrast in the top-down effect between own- and other-race faces may help to reveal the
mechanism of the top-down effect regarding whether the predictive face sound boosted face percep-
tion or the irrelevant flower sound inhibited face perception. Because no top-down modulation was
found in the perception of other-race faces, the observed other-race perception may serve as a base-
line, representing infants’ face perception in the absence of the top-down influence. Thus, by compar-
ing perception performance between the own- and other-race conditions, we can infer whether top-
down signals boost the perception of related information in the predictive face sound condition and
whether the irrelevant information perception is inhibited by top-down modulation in the flower
sound condition. The comparisons showed a descriptive advantage of top-down signals in processing
relevant information, independent-sample t(49) = 1.56, p =.125, Cohen’s d = 0.44, and a descriptive
decrease in face perception of irrelevant top-down signals, independent-sample t(49) = � 0.88,
p =.383, Cohen’s d = 0.25. Although these effects failed to reach statistical significance, the descriptive
differences imply that top-down signals boosted the processing of relevant perceptual information
while inhibiting the processing of irrelevant information. However, the comparisons were exploratory
and not planned by the current design. The current sample size also may be too small to reveal the
true effect or this effect could be spurious. Future studies may consider a more specific and intentional
design (e.g., having positive, negative, and neutral top-down signals with a larger sample size) to
either confirm or disconfirm these observations and examine the specific roles of top-down signals.

Equivalent associative learning across own- and other-race faces
Given that the top-down cues used in the current paradigm were learned within the task, it is

important to ensure that the differences in the top-down effect between the two experiments were
not arising from differences in infants’ ability to form an association between a sound and faces across
10
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own- and other-race face categories. Specifically, infants might have a poorer ability to learn the asso-
ciation between a sound and other-race faces than between a sound and own-race faces. Recent stud-
ies on infants’ statistical learning abilities showed that infants are more apt to learn associations and
regularities with stimuli from familiar categories (e.g., upright faces, own-race faces) as opposed to
unfamiliar ones (e.g., inverted faces, other-race faces) (Bulf et al., 2015; Santolin & Saffran, 2018;
Xiao et al., 2018). If there were differences in the associative learning necessary for top-down pro-
cesses, these differences in top-down effects may arise from differences in learning rather than the
use of learned information to modulate perception. Therefore, our experimental design included the
learning validation phase to evaluate infants’ associative learning performance.

To ascertain whether the variations in top-down modulation resulted from differences in the asso-
ciative learning of audio cues with faces, we analyzed infants’ looking preferences in the learning val-
idation phase across experiments. Contrary to this alternative account, infants showed significant
looking to the stimulus indicated by the sound (M = 55.44%, SD = 12.15), one-sample t test, t
(26) = 2.33, p =.028, Cohen’s d = 0.45, in Experiment 2, as in Experiment 1. Notably, as shown in
Fig. 4, infants’ looking preference in Experiment 2 was not different from that in Experiment 1,
independent-sample t(53) = 1.09, p =.282, Cohen’s d = 0.29, providing evidence that infants’ learned
association between other-race faces and a sound was not different from their learned audio–visual
association with own-race faces. Thus, this finding provided evidence that, in this paradigm we were
able to circumvent the differences in statistical and associative learning previously observed between
own- and other-race faces and, instead, were able to uncover additional differences in the use of this
learned information to modulate face perception based on top-down cues.
General discussion

Challenging the idea that the infant perceptual system is largely bottom-up (e.g., Aslin & Smith,
1988; Cao et al., 2017), recent studies have shown evidence of top-down modulation of perception
in infancy using both behavioral and neural measures (e.g., Emberson et al., 2015; Kouider et al.,
2015; Vogel et al., 2012; Xiao & Emberson, 2019, 2023). Having established the presence of top-
down mechanisms in infancy, it is now important to understand whether and how these top-down
Fig. 4. Mean proportional looking to the stimuli indicated by the sound during learning validation trials for own-race faces
(Experiment 1) and other-race faces (Experiment 2). Asterisks indicate significant differences between looking proportion and
chance level (50%) with one-sample t tests. Error bars represent 1 standard error.
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mechanisms contribute to perceptual development. With two experiments, the current study investi-
gated the specificity of infants’ ability to engage in top-down face perception. We found that infants
aged 10 to 13 months can modulate the perception of rapidly presented own-race faces by using
recently learned predictive audio cues. Face perception was augmented by predictive cues (i.e., ones
that they learned were associated with faces) as opposed to irrelevant cues (i.e., ones that they learned
were associated with flowers). To our knowledge, these findings provide the first evidence that infants’
capacity to engage in top-down modulation of face perception may become specialized for own-race
faces after 10 months of age. The current findings suggest that the specialization of perceptual systems
in infancy could be influenced by the specialization of top-down processes from higher-level systems.

Considering why top-down processes differed between the own- and other-race conditions, we can
rule out one of the most likely reasons for these differences. First, previous work has demonstrated
that infants have an advantage in learning associations and regularities with categories of familiar
stimuli (e.g., upright faces, own-race faces) as opposed to unfamiliar ones (e.g., inverted faces,
other-race faces) (Bulf et al., 2015; Santolin & Saffran, 2018; Xiao et al., 2018). However, in the current
study, to validate infants’ learning, we found that they learned the associations of own- and other-race
faces significantly and equally well. The learning conditions in the current study were purposefully
easy, so we do not interpret this lack of difference between face types as evidence to counter these
prior studies but, rather, to assert that this difference in learning is not the origin of the difference
in top-down modulation. Moreover, we can rule out that there are base-level differences in infants’
perceptual abilities in this task (independent of top-down modulation). Specifically, we found that
infants’ perceptual response to the availability of bottom-up signals (i.e., duration of face presentation)
was similar between own- and other-race faces (i.e., the main effects of presentation durations). Thus,
it is not the case that the perceptual conditions were so poor for the other-race faces that there was no
perceptual signal to be modulated by top-down signals. Together, with respect to the current para-
digm, these results suggest that the difference between own- and other-race face perception lies in
the capacity to engage top-down processes.

Future work is needed to determine how these top-downmechanisms become specialized to famil-
iar stimuli. Here, we propose several possibilities. One possible route is that infants’ experiences with
their own-race faces shape the development of feedback neural connections, which are the neural
foundation for top-down modulation. Experience with own-race faces provides infants with opportu-
nities to learn statistical associations between own-race faces and other signals such as the relation
between voices and faces (e.g., Kubicek et al., 2014). It is already established that infants can use pre-
viously learned associations as sources of top-down signals to assist perceptual processing, provided
that they are in contexts to use them (see Xiao & Emberson, 2019). Thus, the more own-race face expe-
rience infants have, the more frequently they can engage in top-down modulation on own-race face
processing. As a result, the feedback neural network that supports top-down modulation on own-
race face processing may be gradually strengthened, leading to more effective transmission of top-
down signals and modulations on perceiving own-race faces. In this route, top-down mechanisms
exhibit differential development for own- and other-race faces based on top-down modulation across
months of experience.

Another non-mutually-exclusive reason for the observed race effect points toward the differences
in face perception as opposed to developmental differences in top-down processing per se. Previous
work has argued that an infant’s experiences with own-race faces lead to specialization in face percep-
tion systems, with one of the consequences being the difficulty in perceiving unfamiliar face cate-
gories (see Maurer & Werker, 2014, for a review). The differences in the representational fidelity of
these different faces may result in varying effectiveness when engaging in top-down processes to
modify perception. Thus, the same strength of top-down signals could be applied to both cases, but
perhaps these top-down signals are better able to modify the perceptual representations with greater
fidelity (i.e., own-race faces). In this view, top-down mechanisms are more effective for faces with
more specialized or finer representations. This is an important avenue for future investigation: Does
the representational fidelity of a given stimulus affect how strongly the top-down signal can modify
its perception? However, this idea, at least on the surface, runs counter to work suggesting that top-
down signals are most effective when bottom-up perceptual signals are weak (e.g., Bar, 2004; Hupé
et al., 1998). Thus, if the representational fidelity of own- versus other-race faces can be equated to
12
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bottom-up perceptual signals, we may expect greater benefit for top-down signals for other-race
faces.

A potential way to distinguish the two hypotheses (Fig. 5) is to focus on whether the perception of
own- and other-race faces can be modulated by a predictive cue, which is not specific to any face race.
For example, in contrast to the current study where the learned cue was associated with either own-
race faces (Experiment 1) or other-race faces (Experiment 2), participants were trained to associate a
cue with faces irrespective of their race, based on their experience with both own- and other-race
faces. Then, we can examine how this learned cue modulates the perception of own- and other-
race face perception. In this setting, the strength of the top-down signal should be equivalent for both
own- and other-race faces. Under the first condition, where this difference arises from the top-down
signal, we should expect comparable top-down modulation between the own- and other-race condi-
tions. However, if discrepancies in the representations of own- versus other-race faces are driving this
difference, we should continue to find an advantage for own- versus other-race faces, which is similar
to the current finding. This could be an important avenue for future work to investigate the relation
between top-down signals themselves, the representational changes in face perception, and their
interaction.

These findings dovetail with recent theoretical advances in early perceptual development (e.g.,
Markant et al., 2016; Markant & Scott, 2018). Markant and Scott (2018) proposed that there is a bidi-
rectional relation between selective attention (one possible top-down mechanism) and face percep-
tion. The interactions between the two systems result in the specialization of both attentional and
perceptual systems to more experienced own-race faces. More specifically, increased attentional
weighting of features on own-race faces (e.g., greater sustained attention, faster orienting) converges
with increased specialization of posterior perceptual cortices for these facial features. Broadly, the cur-
rent findings are compatible with Markant and Scott’s (2018) perspectives. One major difference is
that whereas Markant and Scott focused on selective attention as a source of top-down modulation,
we explicitly considered a potentially large number of sources of top-down processes for perceptual
systems beyond selective attention. For example, Xiao and Emberson (2019) argued that emotional
information, which likely arises from feedback from the amygdala to the fusiform face area, modu-
lated face perception by 10 months of age. In the current study, the top-down signals likely originated
from associative learning systems (e.g., the prefrontal cortex; Werchan et al., 2016). These recent
advances in infant perception highlighted the existence of a wide range of top-down mechanisms
across infants’ cognitive systems. It is an open question whether these are importantly different
Fig. 5. Illustrations for the hypotheses for the own-race-specific top-down perceptual modulation. Panel A demonstrates that
the feedback neural connections (solid vs. dashed straight lines) from high-level cognitive systems to perceptual systems
become specialized toward own-race faces. Panel B demonstrates that the fidelity of representations (solid vs. dashed line
borders) for own- and other-race faces determines the effectiveness of top-down modulation.
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mechanisms or similar. Do they all show sensitivity to experience, as demonstrated here, or not? If so,
what differences are relevant? Indeed, more recent work has suggested that it is not under all circum-
stances that selective attention shows biases in relation to the race of faces (e.g., Hunter & Markant,
2021; Prunty et al., 2020).

This specialized top-down process enhances our understanding of early development by high-
lighting the importance of experience. Currently, evidence for the development of infants’ top-
down perception is revealed exclusively through changes across ages (Nakashima et al., 2021;
Xiao & Emberson, 2019). For example, Nakashima and colleagues (2021) examined the develop-
ment of recurrent connections in the visual system using a classical paradigm known as object
substitution masking. In this paradigm, top-down perception is demonstrated by the disruption
of face perception caused by a persistent mask following face presentation. The authors found a
disruption only in 7- and 8-month-old infants but not in younger infants aged 3 to 6 months.
Together with the current findings, this evidence strongly suggests that early infancy is a critical
period for the development of top-down processes in perception. However, to fully understand the
developmental mechanisms of top-down perception, we need to further examine the emergence
of specialized top-down capacity throughout infancy. In particular, researchers need to use a para-
digm more suitable for young infants. The current paradigm requires the mature oculomotor abil-
ity to move eyes quickly between two sides of the screen, which is often challenging for infants
younger than 5 months when this ability is underdeveloped. Moreover, by tracking the top-
down perception of other-race faces in toddlers and young children, we would know whether
the top-down processes in the perception of unfamiliar types of faces undergo a delayed develop-
ment or are absent.

One limitation of the current study is that we recruited only White infants because the study was
conducted in a city with a high percentage (69%) of White people. The observed race effect may rep-
resent stimuli differences between the White face and Asian face images rather than differences in
modulating the perception of own- and other-race faces. Given the fact that no systematic difference
between perceiving White and Asian faces was reported (i.e., similar overall looking percentage to the
face side) in the current study, we do not think that visual differences between the two races of faces
would lead to the current finding. Nevertheless, it would be invaluable to replicate the current find-
ings with infants from other racial backgrounds.

To summarize, the current study showed that infants’ face perception could be modulated by
the amount of bottom-up sensory input and the top-down signals engendered by learned and
predictive audio cues. The two sources of signals (bottom-up and top-down) work in tandem
to optimize infants’ perceptual processing when confronted with dynamic environments.
Although the two sources of signals contribute to infants’ perception of own-race faces, the
top-down signals were not found to modulate the perception of other-race faces. The finding
of differential top-down effects for own- versus other-race faces suggests that top-down mech-
anisms specialize relatively early in development (i.e., 10 months of age). Moreover, these top-
down mechanisms selectively offer flexible and context-dependent modulation toward com-
monly experienced stimuli in infants’ environments. These findings extend our current under-
standing of early perceptual development and reveal that it not only is driven by experience-
based structural changes within perceptual systems but also is integrated with higher-level cog-
nitive systems such as learning, memory, and attention. Moreover, this article suggests that it is
not simply perceptual systems that specialize; systems that can provide top-down signals also
exhibit specialization.
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